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This invention relates to two-part electrical connectors. 
According to this invention, in a two-part electrical 

connector having at least one contact pin, a cooperating 
resilient contact sleeve and a clamping member, the con 
tact pin has a neck, which, when the pin and sleeve are 
fully in engagement, is surrounded by a portion of the 
resilient contact sleeve and the clamping member is pro 
vided with an aperture through which the contact sleeve 
passes, the walls of the aperture and sleeve having co 
operating tapered portions, so that on movement of the 
clamping member parallel to the axis of the pin and 
sleeve from the “released' position to the "clamped' 
position, the walls of the aperture in the clamping mem 
ber act on the sleeve to compress the said portion of the 
sleeve around the neck formed on the pin. 

Although the invention may be applied to connectors 
having only a single pin and sleeve contact pair it is more 
particularly applicable to multi-point connectors, such 
as may be used for the interconnection of electronic or 
communication apparatus, in which it is desired to com 
bine consistently good electrical contact between the pins 
and the sleeves with ease of separation and engagement 
of the two parts of the connector. In such a construc 
tion the clamping member will of course be common to 
all the contact pairs, each contact sleeve passing through 
a separate aperture in the clamping member. 
An embodiment of the invention will now be described 

with reference to the drawings, of which: 
FIG. 1 shows a longitudinal section through a pair 

of the mating contact parts of an electrical connector with 
the contact clamping means released, and 

FIG. 2 shows a view similar to FIG, 1 with the contact 
clamping means in the clamped position. 
The electrical connector is of the multi-point two-part 

type, the two parts being respectively the plug part and 
the socket part. The general arrangement may be simi 
lar to that of the connector described in co-pending patent 
application of John Joseph Chamberlain for Two-Part 
Electrical Connectors, Serial No. 832,774 filed August 
10, 1959, now Patent No. 2,998,588, with which the con 
nector to be described has certain features in common. 

Referring to the drawings, the connector comprises a 
pair of body member 40, 41 mounted each within a suit 
able casing which includes means for mechanically lock 
ing together the two parts of the connector, and provided 
respectively with a plurality of contact pins 42 and contact 
sleeves 43. 
The pin 42 is a solid pin of circular cross-section hav 

ing a tip portion 44 of uniform diameter separated from 
its root, or point of emergence from the body member 40, 
by a neck, formed by a reverse-tapered section 45. When 
the pin is inserted into the contact sleeve 43, as shown 
in the figures, the open end of the contact sleeve reaches 
approximately to the point of smallest diameter of the 
tapered part 45 of the pin. The sleeve is sufficiently thin 
walled to be resilient, and is provided at its open end 
with a pair of diametrically-opposed cuts which enable 
the terminal portion of the sleeve to be bent over the 
shoulder formed in the pin by the junction of the con 
stant-diameter portion 44 and the tapered portion 45 to 
provide a positive mechanical lock between the individual 
contacts. This is achieved through the agency of a mov 
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able clamping plate 46, mounted between the two parts 
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of the connector and secured to the part of the connector 
carrying the contact sleeves 43. The clamping member 
is capable of limited axial movement relative to the con 
tact sleeves, which pass each through an aperture in the 
clamping member corresponding in diameter to the root 
diameter of the sleeve. The sleeve wall is thickened as 
the open end of the sleeve is approached, as indicated at 
47, so that on movement of the clamping member 46 
from the "released' position shown in FIG. 1 to the 
"clamped' position shown in FIG. 2 the walls of the 
uniform bores in the clamping member act on the cam 
surface so formed to compress the open end of the sleeve 
about the neck formed in the pin. 

In order to increase the electrical surface leakage path 
between adjacent contacts of each part of the connector, 
a circular depression 48 is formed in the surface of each 
body member surrounding the projecting contact. A cir 
cular wall 49 may be provided for the same purpose on 
the rear face of the body member. Similarly a circular 
wall 50 projects from each face of the clamping member 
46 around the aperture through which a pair of contacts 
passes. The walls 50 and the depressions 48 formed in 
the body members have complementary profiles so that 
in either position of the clamping member it nests to 
gether with one of the body members, as shown in the 
drawing for the two positions of the clamping member: 
the overlapping complementary parts of the other body 
member and the clamping member form flash barriers be 
tween the exposed parts of adjacent contact pairs. 

Engagement of the two parts of the connector thus con 
sists in mating together the corresponding contact pins 
and sleeves and locking the individual contacts together 
by movement of the clamping member 46 from its "re 
leased to its “clamped' position: this movement of the 
clamping member may be made automatically by the ac 
tion of the means, already referred to, for mechanically 
locking together the two parts of the connector, a sepa 
rate and deliberate locking or unlocking movement of 
the clamping member being unnecessary. 
What we claim as our invention and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent is: 
1. A two-part electrical connector comprising on one 

part thereof at least one contact pin of predetermined 
cross-section having a tip portion of predetermined shape, 
a root, and a tapered portion between said tip portion and 
said root to form a neck, the cross-sectional area of said 
tapered portion being less than the cross-sectional area 
of said tip portion, said connector comprising on the 
other part thereof a resilient sleeve having an open end 
cooperating with and receiving said tip portion within 
said sleeve at said open end, said sleeve gradually in 
creasing in thickness and being flared outwardly toward 
said open end, said connector further including a clamp 
ing member positioned about said sleeve and relatively 
movable along said sleeve to deform the thickened por 
tion of said sleeve inwardly from a pivot point on said 
sleeve into said neck, said thickened portion of said 
sleeve contacting said neck, thereby to lock said pin and 
sleeve positively against disengagement. 

2. A two-part electrical connector according to claim 1, 
wherein the pin has a circular cross-section and has a 
tip portion of uniform diameter separated from its root 
by a reverse tapered portion forming the said neck. 

3. A two-part electrical connector according to claim 
2, wherein the sleeve is of circular cross-section and has 
at least one longitudinal cut in its wall extending from 
its open end that receives the pin. 

4. A two-part electrical connector according to claim 
3, wherein the said cut or each said cut extends from the 
open end of the sleeve to a point which, when the pin and 
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sleeve are fully in engagement, is adjacent the uniform 
diameter tip portion of the pin. 

5. A two-part electrical connector according to claim 
1, wherein the contact sleeve has a substantially uniform 
internal cross-section in its unstressed state, the said out 
wardly-tapered outer surface of the sleeve being formed 
by a progressively-thickened portion of the sleeve wall. 

6. A two-part electrical connector according to claim 
5, wherein the thickened portion of the sleeve wall oc 
curs near the open end of the sleeve, the clamping mem 
ber moving away from the root of the sleeve and to 
wards its open end in moving from its "released' to its 
"clamped' position. 
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